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Polymers for the Planet 
Days 4 and 5: How to Make Prototype Biopolymers 

Grade Level Grade 5 

Lesson Length Two 50-minute sessions 

Lesson Overview 

On Day 4, student teams execute their test plans for making the biopolymer formulations they 
selected and defined on Day 3. Teams work together to fabricate prototype biopolymers, which 
involves measuring and mixing the materials, heating and forming the mixtures, and letting them 
dry. Teams record measurements, observations, and outcomes in their Polymers for the Planet 
Student Handbooks. 

Connecting to the Next Generation Science Standards 

On Days 4 and 5, students make progress toward developing understanding across the following 
three dimensions: 

• Science and Engineering Practices: Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
• Disciplinary Core Ideas: PS1.A Structure and Properties of Matter, PS1.B Chemical

Reactions
• Crosscutting Concepts: Cause and Effect

In the following table, the specific components addressed in this lesson are underlined and 
italicized. The specific connections to classroom activity are stated. 

Performance Expectations 

This lesson contributes toward building understanding of the following physical science performance 
expectations: 

5-PS1-3. Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on their properties.
5-PS1-4. Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more substances results in 
new substances. 

Specific Connections to Classroom Activity 
In this lesson, students make significant progress in figuring out that mixing two or more substances results in 
new substances. In the previous lesson, students identified the properties and characteristics of the materials in 
their biopolymer formula. In this lesson, students make observations about the properties of the resulting 
biopolymer. Often, students are surprised to find the properties of the biopolymer and the materials used to 
make it might not match! 

Dimension NGSS Element Connections to Classroom Activity 

Science and 
Engineering 

Practices 

Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 
• Plan and conduct an investigation 

collaboratively to produce data to serve 
as the basis for evidence, using fair tests

In the previous lesson, students selected the 
materials to use in an investigation. In this 
lesson, students combine the materials to 

http://www.nextgenscience.org/5spm-structures-properties-matter
http://www.nextgenscience.org/5spm-structures-properties-matter
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in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials is considered. 

make a new product. Students observe the 
product. 

Students do not plan the investigation, 
although they conduct it collaboratively. 
Students do not consider the controlled 
variables or the number of trials in this 
investigation. 

Disciplinary 
Core Ideas 

PS1.A: Structure and Properties of Matter 
• Measurements of a variety of properties 

can be used to identify materials. 
PS1.B: Chemical Reactions 
• When two or more different substances 

are mixed, a new substance with 
different properties may be formed. 

Students observe the materials used in their 
biopolymer formula and compare their 
observations to the observations of the 
biopolymer. They find out that the 
characteristics and properties of the reactant 
materials are not necessarily the same as the 
product biopolymer. 

Crosscutting 
Concepts 

Cause and Effect 
• Cause-and-effect relationships are

routinely identified, tested, and used to
explain change.

Students figure out that when they mix two 
substances together it causes the formation 
of a new substance with different properties. 

Middle School Extensions 
If you are adapting this module to a middle school context, consider the following performance expectations: 

MS-PS1-1: Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules and extended 
structures. 
MS-PS1-2: Analyze and interpret data on the properties of substances before and after the substances 
interact to determine if a chemical reaction has occurred. 
MS-PS1-3: Gather and makes sense of information to describe that synthetic materials come from 
natural resources and impact society. 

To adequately meet the performance expectations listed above, students would need to determine the atomic 
composition of the biopolymer products. Students would also need to collect data on the properties of the 
biopolymer product. 

At the middle school level, students should focus on the following properties: density, melting point, boiling 
point, solubility, flammability, and odor. Finally, students should compare the atomic composition and properties 
of the reactants and the products to determine if a chemical reaction has occurred and to develop an 
understanding that synthetic materials come from natural resources. Teachers may choose to further adapt this 
lesson to include MS-PS1-5 (develop a model to describe how the total number of atoms does not change in a 
chemical reaction and thus mass is conserved), although significant revisions would be necessary. 

Basic Teacher Preparation 

In this lesson, students begin important design and testing work connected to the main design 
challenge. To create their biopolymers, students access various materials and equipment. All 
materials must be set up ahead of time. Experiment with creating biopolymers prior to class. 

Refer to the Polymers for the Planet Student Handbook ahead of time so you can address any 
questions students might have. Day 4 and 5 documents can be found on pages 17 and 18 in the 
Polymers for the Planet Student Handbook. The documents used in this lesson are: 

• Prototype Biopolymers (page 17)
• Our Observations (page 18)

http://www.nextgenscience.org/dci-arrangement/ms-ps1-matter-and-its-interactions
http://www.nextgenscience.org/dci-arrangement/ms-ps1-matter-and-its-interactions
http://www.nextgenscience.org/dci-arrangement/ms-ps1-matter-and-its-interactions
http://www.nextgenscience.org/dci-arrangement/ms-ps1-matter-and-its-interactions
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Be sure to prepare students for this lesson with appropriate safety precautions. Students should 
wear goggles, gloves, and closed toe shoes. Consider having students wear lab aprons, if 
available. Inviting additional adults into the classroom to monitor student work may contribute to 
increased student safety. 

Required Preparation Links/Additional Information 

 Gather or purchase the required materials
for the lesson

Refer to the Materials List for this lesson 

 Review suggested teacher preparation
resources

Refer to the Suggested Teacher Resources at 
the end of this lesson 

 Prepare necessary solutions for the
Plasticizer station:
 1% glycerol solution: 10 mL of pure

glycerin or glycerol in a 1L of water
 Salt solution: 9 grams of salt in 1 L will

produce a 45 mg solution in each 5 mL
sample of salt solution

 Prepare substances for the Starch station:
 Corn starch
 Potato starch
 Tapioca
 Arrowroot
 Modified food starch
 Wheat starch
 Glutinous rice flour
 Banana starch
 Agar

 Prepare substances for the Additives
station:
 Corn oil
 Sugar
 Glycerol
 Glue
 Corn syrup
 Citric acid
 Vinegar
 Sorbitol

 Prepare lab equipment for each group:
 250 ml glass beaker
 Glass stirring rod
 Hot plate
 Safety goggles
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 Graduated cylinders (precise enough to
measure to 5 ml)

 Pipettes
 Balance, weigh boats.
 Molds
 Wooden ice pop sticks, 10
 Release film (can use parchment paper,

silicon baking mat, silicon cutting board)
 Tape
 Petri dishes

Materials List 

Item 
Description/Additional 

Information Quantity 
Where to 

Locate/Buy 

Table salt 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

500ml beaker 1 per group [Web Link] 

Glass stirring rod 1 per group [Web Link] 

Hot plate 1 per group [Web Link] 

Safety goggles 1 per student [Web Link] 

10ml graduated 
cylinder 

1 per group [Web Link] 

Pipettes 1 per group [Web Link] 

Scale or balance 1 per group [Web Link] 

Weigh boats At least 1 per group [Web Link] 

Petri dish or small 
square lids (from 
butter dishes) for 
molds 

Only needed if you do not use 
the wooden stick mold 

At least 1 per group [Web Link] 

Wooden sticks for 
molds 

Only needed if you do not use 
the petri dish 

10 per group [Web Link] 

Release film At least 2 per group [Web Link] 

Potato starch 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Corn starch 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Tapioca starch 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

http://www.amazon.com/Morton-Salt-Iodized-26/dp/B000Q3CJGO/ref=sr_1_4?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1432773650&sr=1-4&keywords=salt
http://www.amazon.com/213D26-Karter-Scientific-Griffin-Beaker/dp/B006VYXZ88/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1464232859&sr=1-1&keywords=500+ml+beaker
http://www.amazon.com/Scientific-Strategies-Glass-Stir-Rod/dp/B007CL8ERG/ref=sr_1_3?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432774295&sr=1-3&keywords=glass+stirring+rod
http://www.amazon.com/Ajax-Scientific-Stainless-Single-Hotplate/dp/B00EPQ2VEI/ref=sr_1_24?m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432774826&sr=1-24&keywords=hot+plate
http://www.amazon.com/3M-Protection-Chemical-Splash-Impact/dp/B00467C7AE/ref=sr_1_3?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775026&sr=1-3&keywords=safety+googles
http://www.amazon.com/SEOH-Graduated-Cylinder-Glass-10ml/dp/B0018QCFLM/ref=sr_1_2?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775089&sr=1-2&keywords=graduated+cylinders+10ml
http://www.amazon.com/Plastic-Transfer-Pipettes-Gradulated-Pack/dp/B005IQTSE0/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775149&sr=1-1&keywords=pipettes
http://www.amazon.com/Smart-Weigh-SWS100-Digital-Pocket/dp/B00EPO9M2Y/ref=sr_1_4?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775215&sr=1-4&keywords=digital+scale
http://www.amazon.com/SEOH-Plastic-Square-Weigh-Boats/dp/B001AEBQW6/ref=sr_1_2?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775287&sr=1-2&keywords=weigh+boats
http://www.amazon.com/Petri-Dish-100-15Mm-20/dp/B0015T0LZO/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775511&sr=1-1&keywords=petri+dish
http://www.amazon.com/Perfect-Stix-Wooden-Sticks-Length/dp/B009EE2VIW/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775564&sr=1-1&keywords=popsicle+sticks
http://www.amazon.com/Hamburger-Patty-Paper-Sheets-Single/dp/B001CDTZYQ/ref=sr_1_1?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1432775623&sr=1-1&keywords=parchment+paper
http://www.amazon.com/Bobs-Red-Mill-Potato-Unmodified/dp/B0013JOKBC/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1432769701&sr=8-1&keywords=potato+starch
http://www.amazon.com/Argo-100%25-Pure-Corn-Starch/dp/B00JPT9BFW/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1432769854&sr=8-1&keywords=cornstarch
http://www.amazon.com/Unknown-Tapioca-Starch-Flour/dp/B0001RIU3G/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1432770010&sr=8-2&keywords=tapioca+starch
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Modified food 
starch 

1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Arrowroot 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Wheat starch 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Glutinous rice flour 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Banana starch 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Corn oil 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Glue 32 oz container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Corn syrup 32 oz container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Sugar 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Glycerol/glycerin 100 ml container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Citric acid 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Agar 100 g container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Sorbitol 1 lb container Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

Food coloring Multiple colors Varies with class 
size 

[Web Link] 

http://www.amazon.com/Barry-Farm-Clear-Jel-lb/dp/B00015UC4S/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1432770640&sr=8-4&keywords=modified+food+starch
http://www.amazon.com/Barry-Farm-Arrowroot-Powder-lb/dp/B00015UC4I/ref=sr_1_7?ie=UTF8&qid=1432770540&sr=8-7&keywords=arrowroot
http://www.amazon.com/Red-Lantern-Wheat-Starch/dp/B007RH07GQ/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1432770783&sr=8-1&keywords=wheat+starch
http://www.amazon.com/GLUTINOUS-RICE-FLOUR-1x16OZ-Sale/dp/B005WG1VRI/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1432770937&sr=8-1&keywords=glutinous+rice+flour
http://www.amazon.com/Barry-Farm-Plantain-Flour-lb/dp/B000F9ZM5Y/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1432771017&sr=8-2&keywords=banana+starch
http://www.amazon.com/Crisco-Pure-Corn-Oil-32/dp/B00I8G7HMM/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1432771217&sr=8-1&keywords=corn+oil
http://www.amazon.com/Elmers-E3850-Multi-Purpose-Glue-All-Quart/dp/B0045PVK9Q/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1432771363&sr=8-4&keywords=elmers+glue
http://www.amazon.com/Karo-Light-Corn-Syrup-95l/dp/B007WWH8OA/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1432771471&sr=8-2&keywords=corn+syrup
http://www.amazon.com/Domino-White-Sugar-Dissolve-Superfine/dp/B00GA8XYWW/ref=sr_1_1?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1432771818&sr=1-1&keywords=sugar
http://www.flinnsci.com/store/Scripts/prodView.asp?idproduct=19258
http://www.amazon.com/Now-Foods-Citric-Acid--Pound/dp/B004AC1SHS/ref=sr_1_4?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1432772129&sr=1-4&keywords=citric+acid
http://www.amazon.com/100g-Microbiological-Agar-Powder/dp/B00527PC40/ref=sr_1_7?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1461873966&sr=1-7&keywords=agar+powder
http://www.amazon.com/Sorbitol-1-can-lb/dp/B004XZHDYO/ref=sr_1_1?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1432772282&sr=1-1&keywords=sorbitol
http://www.amazon.com/MCCORMICK-FOOD-EGG-COLORING-Colors/dp/B004G7PLJI/ref=sr_1_3?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1453578573&sr=1-3&keywords=food+coloring
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Day 4: How to Make Prototype Biopolymers 

Introduction (10 minutes) 

Instruct students to sit with their teams. Review the formulas they defined in the previous lesson. 
Set the tone and expectations for the work that occurs during this lesson, with a special emphasis 
on safety procedures. 

Teams retrieve the materials they need for today’s work. If possible, have a lab station set up for 
each team ahead of time. Once students are seated, review the lab safety protocols and disposal 
guidelines again. This is especially important as students work with hotplates and boiling 
substances. 

Establish a labeling system so each petri dish or wooden stick mold and its samples are clearly 
identified. For example, each sample could include each student’s name (or team name), class 
period, and so forth. Use a permanent marker or grease pen. 

Design Work: Creating Biopolymers (30 minutes) 

Today is an important lab preparation day. Here is an overview of the recommended protocols. 

• Make sure students are prepared to work carefully.
• Review the safety guidelines for working with the materials, heating glassware, and using

acids.
• Guide students as they begin to create their formulas according to their plan from the

previous lesson.

The student teams’ lab procedures (on page 
17) in the student handbook) are:

1. Put your goggles on!
2. Follow your formula and mix the

contents in a beaker.
3. Turn the hotplate on high.
4. Set the beaker on the hotplate.
5. Stir the mixture continuously as it

begins to gel and get sticky.

6. Continue to heat the mixture until it
boils.

7. Continue to heat the mixture for
another minute.

8. Pour your mixture into a test coupon
mold of your choice:

o Petri dish
o Wooden stick mold

Helpful Tip 

Depending on the students’ skill levels, 
consider assisting students in removing 
the hot polymer mixture from the hot plate 
and pouring it into the molds. 

Video Link 

Watch this video for more information. 

 Wooden Stick Mold [Resource
Link]

https://www.teachingchannel.org/polymers-engineering-unit-boeing
https://www.teachingchannel.org/polymers-engineering-unit-boeing
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Students who choose the wooden stick mold 
should: 

1. Arrange four sticks in a square.
2. Tape the sticks onto the release film.
3. Pour the mixture into the square.
4. “Doctor blade” the mixture by pulling

another wooden stick across the top of
the mold to make a smooth layer.

Teams should label each sample according to 
the previously established protocol. Ideally, the 
polymers should sit to cure and dry a minimum 
of three days. 

Mini-Lesson: Making Observations (5 minutes) 

After pouring the mixture into the mold, instruct students to make observations about their 
biopolymer mixtures. Remind students that some of the properties and characteristics might 
change after the mold cools and hardens. Have students reflect on the properties and 
characteristics of their biopolymer mixtures using the prompts on page 18 in the Polymers for the 
Planet Student Handbook. 

Lesson Close (5 minutes) 

Manage lab time so teams can finish their work, have a few minutes to clean up their workspace, 
and return lab materials to the appropriate storage areas. Check to ensure all Petri dish samples 
are appropriately labeled and stored. 

If time allows, ask the class as a whole to reflect on any challenges or successes they experienced 
during the lab. Also, spend time sharing initial observations of the properties and characteristics of 
the biopolymers. 

Helpful Tip 

The pilot teacher for this module found it 
helpful to make several example 
biopolymers prior to Day 4. That way, 
students could still test biopolymers, even 
if they were unable to pour a biopolymer. 

NGSS Key Moment 

At this point, students should begin to see that their biopolymer mixture has different 
properties than the materials they used to make the mixture. They should start to question 
their decision to use materials that have the desired characteristics or properties. This is an 
important step in figuring out 5-PS1.4 because students begin to see that mixing two 
substances can result in a new substance with different properties. 
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Day 5: How to Make Prototype Biopolymers 

Design Work: Creating Biopolymers, Day 2 (50 minutes) 

Repeat the Day 4 sequence of steps to 
provide students another day to prepare their 
biopolymer formulations and to test on more 
than one data point. 

Images from Days 4 and 5 

Images provided by Rita Martin. 

Helpful Tip 

Days 4 and 5 involve a great deal of lab 
work. Consider inviting other teachers, 
administrators, parents, or engineers to 
your class to assist with the lab work. 

Extension 

If time permits, engage students by showing them what chemical engineers do for a living 
using online videos, such as Cool Careers: Chemical Engineers [Video Link] and Chemical 
Engineer: Profiles of Scientists and Engineers. [YouTube Link] 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4pIoTP3gZCkYkNnM29CLXppN3M/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-7B_YfHWXQ
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Assessment 

Several opportunities for formative assessment exist in this lesson: 

• Polymers for the Planet Student Handbook entries can be used to monitor student
progress during the module. For this lesson, focus specifically on student reflections and
observations of the biopolymer on page 18 in the Polymers for the Planet Student
Handbook.

Use the identified assessment opportunities to monitor student progress on disciplinary core 
ideas, science and engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts. Provide appropriate 
supports or extensions when necessary.  

Reference Appendix B for suggestions for meeting the needs of all learners. 

Community Connections 

If chemical engineers are willing to be guests in the classroom, students can connect to their work 
and better understand how they contribute to the community. If parents, administrators, or other 
teachers are willing to be guests in the classroom, they may help with classroom management 
during lab work.  

Suggested Teacher Resources 

Meeting the Needs of All Learners Polymers for the Planet Teacher 
Handbook, Appendix B 

Polymers for the Planet Student Handbook [Resource Link] 

Wooden Stick Mold (video) [Resource Link] 

Biopolymers [YouTube Link] 

Cool Careers: Chemical Engineers [Video Link] 

Chemical Engineer: Profiles of Scientists and Engineers [YouTube Link] 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/polymers-engineering-unit-boeing
https://www.teachingchannel.org/polymers-engineering-unit-boeing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Coq3rf7skYY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4pIoTP3gZCkYkNnM29CLXppN3M/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-7B_YfHWXQ



